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Raymond Chen

Several years ago, I had the pleasure of working in the office next to Danny, a phenomenally

talented fellow, not just a stellar programmer but also an accomplished pianist, singer, video

game restorer, and skier. I remember when he was working on DirectSound3D, we would

sometimes put our heads together to nail the formulas for effects such as Doppler shifts.

Particularly satisfying was when we attacked the problem from two directions and arrived at

what initially seemed like different answers, but after some algebraic manipulation turned

out to be the same thing. When you can solve a problem in two totally different ways and get

the same answer, you can be pretty confident that you got it right.

One of the sounds he used during testing was Nirvana’s Smells Like Teen Spirit. I remember

a bug was filed that went something like “If you position the listener like so and put the

sound source over there, start playing Smells Like Teen Spirit, then move the sound source

along this path here, then when it reaches that point right there, the music comes out

distorted.” Danny’s initial response was, “Kurt would have wanted it that way.”

And then he set to fixing the bug.

In related news, Paul Anka, the man who wrote the theme to The Tonight Show with Johnny

Carson, the words to Frank Sinatra’s My Way, and over 900 other songs, has turned the

tables on all the singers who covered his songs by covering landmark rock music songs.

Including Nirvana’s Smells Like Teen Spirit. [WM] [Real] And this time you can understand

the words.

A colleague of mine pointed out that Paul Anka didn’t write the music to My Way:

https://devblogs.microsoft.com/oldnewthing/20050926-15/?p=34043
http://www.paulanka.com/
http://www.paulanka.com/html/about/faq.php
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4755657
http://www.npr.org/dmg/dmg.php?mediaURL=/me/20050718_me_teenspirit&mediaType=WM
http://www.npr.org/dmg/dmg.php?mediaURL=/me/20050718_me_teenspirit&mediaType=RM
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The funny thing is how in your link they admit it, and at the same time shamelessly ignore it,
calling it a ‘seminal composition’:

What was the story behind the writing of ‘My Way’ and was it written specifically
for Frank Sinatra?

Paul first heard the French song, Comme D’habitude, in the summer of 1967 when he
was in Europe. Although it had different lyrics and a much different feel, Paul
instantly connected with the melody. After running into Frank Sinatra, in Florida, who
mentioned retiring sometime soon, he asked Paul when was he going to write something
for him… so Paul, determined to do just that, returned to New York, sat down at the
piano at 1 a.m. and wrote the song. Five hours later, this seminal composition was
finished and was sent to Sinatra. …
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